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in the Matter of the Application of the Oompagnie Industrielle des Petroles
to Register a Trade Mark.

IN THE~ HIGH COURT_ OF JUSTICE.-CHANCERY DIVISION.

Before MR. JUSTICE WAR~INGTON.

July 3rd and 4th, 1907.

IN THE MATTER OF THE ApPLICATION OF THE COMPAGNIE INDUSTRIELLE

5 DES PETROLES TO REGISTER A TRADE MARK.

Trade Mark.-Registration.-" Motricine."-Resemblance to Trade Mark
" Motorine " previously reqistered.s-Calcuiated to deceive.-Direct reference to
character of goods.-Onus ojprooj.-Trade Marks Act, 1905, Sections 9 (4), 11,
19, and 21.

10 In 1901 the P. P. O. Oompal1,y registered" Motorine" in. Class 47 as a Trade
Mark lor lubricating oils, and sold large quantities 0/ lubricating oil under
that name, which becameide-ntifiedioitt:their goods. In 1907 a French Oompany,
which had dealt largely in petrol spirit under the name "Motricine" on the
Continent and had reqistered that name as a Trade .lJfark for petrol spirit in

15 various European countries, applied in this country for the registration of
" Motricine" as a Trade Mark for spirit for motive power purposes in
Glasses 47 and 60. This was opposed by the P. P. C. Company. The
products of the Applicants and the Opponents were both manufactured
jrom petroleum, but the former was a thin, odorous' and highly explosive

20 fluid, the latter thick, viscous, non-odorous and non-explosive. Both were
sold in cans and in the ordinary course of trade in the same
shops and to the same class of customers. The Opponents opposed the
registration of" Motricine" as being calculated to deceive within Section 11 of
the Trade Marks Act, 1905, and as bf}ing likely to cause danger to the public

25 Cfnd in"jury to the Opponents' trade by an explosive fluid being 'Used as a non
explosive fluid. The Registrar refused to register "Motricine," whereupon tho
Applicants appealed, and also moved the Oourt to expunge the Opponents' Trade
Ifq,rk " Jlotorine " trom the Register.
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Held, that there was a possibility of confusion between the two words as
names /01' the respective goods, and that the word "Motricine" could not be
'registered as the Applicants had not discharged the onus 0/ proving that the
use oj it would not be calculated to deceive; that, as the word was accordingly
not registrable under Section 11, the Court could not allow registration 5
subject to conditions under Section 21 of the Act; and that the ioord " Motorine "
had no direct reference to the character or quality of the goods which it
designated and was therefore a good Trade Mark under Section 9, subsection 4,

of the Trade Marks Act 1905. The appeal and the motion therefore failed and
were dismissed with costs. 10

This was an application by the Compagnie Industrielle des Petroles that a
decision of the Registrar of Trade Marks whereby he refused registration of the
Applicants' Trade Marks, Nos. 278,707 and 278,708, consisting of the word
" Motricine " for spirit for motive power purposes, derived from petroleum, in
Class' 47, and spirit for motive power purposes, in Class 50, respectively, 15
might be reversed, and that the Registrar might be directed to proceed with
their applications notwithstanding the opposition thereto of Price's Patent
Candle Compam) Ld., and also that the Register might be rectified by expunging
therefrom the Trade Mark, No. 236,542, of Price's Patent Candle Oompany Ld.,
consisting of the word ".1\:1:otorine," registered as from the 4th of March 1901, 20
for lubricating oil, in Class 45, with a disclaimer as to the exclusive use of the
woru'-" 'Motor.u~._.

The Applicants were a French Company doing a large business in spirit for
driving motors, and 'had for several years past sold motor spirit under the name
" Motricine," which they had registered as a Trade Mark in France, Germany, 25
and several other countries.

In support of their application to register the Applicants filed a declaration by
their manager, Victor Barbaudy, stating that their sales for the last three years
had averaged, approximately, 10,000,000 litres per annum; that the motor trade
was an international trade, and that the Applicants desired to supply their spirit 30
to continental users brought by business or pleasure into. this country, and to
introduce it to British and Irish motorists; that no confusion such as was sug
gested by the Opponents had arisen between "Motricine" and "Motorine";
that motor spirit canisters were fastened in a distinctive. and characteristic
fashion, obviating confusion, and motor spirit wasfluid,colourless, and 35
odorous, whereas "Motorine" lubricant oil was thick, viscous,and dark in
colour, without any distinctive odour.

Declarations in support of the Applicants' case were also made by Alfred
Rawlinson, managing director of A. Darracq & 00. Ld., London; Seaton Edge,
of S. F. Edge Ld; London; Julian W. Orde, secretary of the Automobile Club, 40
London : and F. W. Passmore, consulting chemist, London. . .

Declarations in support of the Opponents' case were made by (among others)
John Veitch Wilson, superintendent of the Opponent Company's oil depart
ment, who stated that in 1899 he invented the word "Motorine" as a distinc
tive name, and that the word ~' Motricine " was calculated to deceive and to be 45
a source of positive danger; Selwyn Francis Edge, managing director of 8. F.
Edge Ld., London; Walter James Meager, dealer in motor accessories, London;
Sir Boverton Redwood, petroleum expert and vice-chairman of the Automobile
Club, .London ; and W. A. Vincent, a director of A. WcGamaqe Ld.

It appeared that the Applicants had previously applied in, 1904 for the regis. 50
trati~~ ~f the word" Motricine," but unsuccessfully, as the' Opponents' -consent
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was-required and they had refused to give it. It was proved by the .Opponents
that they had sold large quantities of lubricating oil, suitable for but not con
fined to motors, under the registered Trade Mark "Motorine," and that that
word was known to persons familiar with such things as being the particular

5 lubricating oil bearing that name, being the product of the Opponents.
The Registrar having refused to register the word" Motricine " the Applicants

appealed, and also moved for the rectification of the Register by striking out
" Motorine " as above mentioned.

The appeal and the motion came on for hearing before Mr~Justice
10 WARRINGTON on the3rd of July 1907. . .

Walter K.C.. and. Byrne (instructed oy G. B. ElhOs) appeared for the
1\pplicants; Upjohsi l{.C., Cave K.C. and Sebastian (instructed by Wilson,
Bristoioe and Oarpmael) appeared for the Opponents. .

Most of the witnesses mentioned above were cross-examined Oil their
15 declarations.

. Walter K.O. for the Applicants.-The Opponents cannot say that any danger:
to the public can arise from registering the word" Motricine," for every can of
it 'has to he· and is indelibly stamped or marked" petroleum spirit-highly.
" inflammable," in accordance with the provisions of the Petroleum Acts, 1871

20 and 1879, and the Locomotive Petroleum Statutory Rules and Orders, 19Q3.·
There cannot be confusion between a petroleum spirit and a lubricant, as -the
former, if used as a lubricant, would dissolve out every trace of a true lubricant. _
There can herebe no liability to deceive by reason of the Opponents' disclaimer
of the word" Motor" (Loftus' Trade Mark 11 R.P.C. 29; L.R. (1894) 10h. 193).

25 Apart from that, the word" Motricine " does not so resemble" Motorine " as to
be liable to deceive, being used for different goods. " Motorine" itself is not
an invented word, but by its termination" ine " suggests the quality of an oil
suitable for use on motors-compare the "Uneeda" case National Biscuit
Oompany"s Application. 18 R.P..C. 170; L.R. (1901), 1 Ch. 553; Meyerslein's.

30 Trade Mark 7 R.P.O. 114; L.R. 43 Ch. D. 601; and Christy v. Tipper 21
R.P.C. 755; L.R. (l905}1 Ch.1. The ratio decidendi as to the class of goods
being different is discussed in ReAustralian Wine Importers 00mpany 6
R.P.C. 314; L.R.41 on, D. 2~3, at page 292; and in Leiner's Application 20
R.P.C.253.

35 At the close of the cross-examination of the witnesses, the Court did not call
011 Counsel for the Opponents to sum up the evidence, but called on Counsel for
the Applicants for further argument.

Walter K.O.-It is quite clear that every deponent on behalf of the Opponents..
was thinking only of tins of a particular size. The Applicants are prepared to·

40 give an undertaking to use the Trade Mark only on their formal and distinctive
motor-tin, if the Court will impose .that condition under Section 21 of the
Act of 1905, which is a 'section qualifying Section 19. .

WARRINGTON J.-r am satisfied that there is no direct reference to- tlle _
character or gnality of tlle.,.gQ9q.~tj;n the word." _Motorin~," but should like,'to

45 hear what the Opponents have to say on the Application to register the word
" Motricine."

Upjohsi K.O. for the Opponents.-" Motricine " is the feminine form of the
word " Motorine " according to- French derivation. The goods are 'of the same
class and handled by the same people. According to Eno v, Dunn (7 R.P.C.

50 311; L.R. 15 App. Cas. 252), the Applicants, being in pett'torlo, must show
affirmatively that their applicationonght to be successful. This o1111;s is not
discharged. " Motorine "is the only. word in the English trade, and it is largely
dealt dn and well known by the public. The accidents of explosion which
might well happento a dangerous, article Iike: "¥otricine" ~oula seri,ollsly

55 damage the Opponents' trade.. ".._~Il the A~8.trca~~f!;tt.. WineI.rnpor:~~rs O~Y(lpany 8 case.
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the goods were distinct. Section 11 of the Act of 1895 is independent of whether
the mark is on the Register or not, and is. imperative. Section 21 is for the
protection of an applicant where the only objection is that there is a mark on
the Register. Examples of cases where apparently different goods have been
held to come within the same description are Turney's Trade Mark 5
(11 R.P.C. 37), and Eastman Photographic Materials Oompany Ld. v. John
Griffiths OycleCorporation Ld, (15 R.P.C.I05). Here the words will obviously
lead to confusion as in Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Oompany Ld, v, Dunlop
Truffault Oycle Man1tfrtcturing Company Ld. (12 T.L.R. 434); and Valentine
Meat JU1:t:e Company v, Valentine Extract C01npany Ld (17 R.P.C. 1, 673). 10
The goods in each case are fluids to be emptied into tanks, and in each case are
kept in cans which conceal any difference of colour, smell, or degree of fluidity.
Any. condition imposed by the Court would not prevent the liability to error
when, as here, the human agent comes in.

Walter K.C. in reply.-This case does not come within Section 11, which 15
is concerned with the purity of the Register, and is aimed at fraudulent marks.
In Eno v, Dunn Lords Macnaghten and Watson were dealing with the same
considerations under Section 73 of the Act of 1883, so that their judgments do
not apply here, Horsburgh's Application (53 L.J. Ch. 237) was a case of
inherent deceptiveness in the words themselves. 20

WARRINGTON J.-This is an application by way of appeal from the Registrar,
who has refused to register a Trade Mark of the Applicants, and there is also an
application by the Applicants for the rectification of the Register of Trade
Marks by expunging therefrom a certain Trade Mark of Price's Patent Candle
Company Ld., who are the Opponents to the application to register. 25

The Appellants are a French Company who carryon a large trade in petrol
spirit on the Continent of Europe. They sell petrol spirit in large quantities under
the name of "Motricine" ; and they have in most countries on the Continent
a registered Trade Mark consisting of that name. In the year 1904 they applied
in England to register the Trade Mark "Motricine'" as a mark in respect of 30
light mineral oils for driving motor cars and oil engines. The Opponents'
COPE\~.!!~L,:t'ende.red. necessary or desirable for reasons ... which...I .... iiilI.mention
directly; was asked for by the Registrar on that occasion,and .. as~.th~_.~r.ednlt he
refused to register the mark. There things remained till last year, 1906, when
the Applicants-applied again to register their mark" Motricine " in Class 47 and 35
in Class 50 for spirit for motive power purposes derived from petroleum. That
application was opposed by Price's Patent Candle OOlnpany; the Registrar
refused to register the mark, and the matter now comes before me on appeal
from his decision.

The Opponents are the well-known firm of Price's Patent Candle Oompany, 40
and they registered in the year 1901 the word "Motorine" as a Trade Mark
for lubricating oil in Class 47, with a disclaimer of any claim to the exclu
sive use of the word" Motor." Since the registration of that Trade Mark
the Opponents have sold large quantities of a lubricating oil suitable for, but
not confined to, motors under their registered name of " Motorine," and it is in 45
evidence that the word "Motorine" is known to persons familiar with such
things as being the lubricating oil which bears that name, and which is in fact
manufactured by Price's Patent Candle Company Ld. For the purposes of this
case I think it is enough to emphasise what I have already mentioned, that the
word" Motorine " has come to be the term applied toa particular lubricating 50
oil. Onthe other hand, that which the Applicants manufacture, and that in
respect of which they desire to register their Trade Mark" Motricine," is a
petrolspirit, Both..the ~two substances areInanufactured ...~~~.J?~~!:9J~1!m, but
the one is the petrol spirit, and is highly 'explosive, 'the other is the lubricating
oil from which the explosive properties have in some way beeneliminated, and 55
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which is not explosive. Both these substances, that is the petrol spirit and the
lubricating oil, are according to the usual practise of the trade solcL.!?.J7:t4~tsame
peo:p~e.,"They~r~ bot~ ~~quired,~ythe same, people, and the" trade in them is
iri~'jna:ny respects fhe same. ',,- "hey are b~tl.1(3n~IQ,s~~ ,in tills, so that the nature

5· of the substance is not ascertainable by the 'person who buys it, or who desires
to use it, until he comes actually to use it. The two substances themselves are
different in appearance, because one is liquid like water, and of the colour of
water and the other is a thick viscous semi-fluid substance. But those
differences are not visible or ascertainable until the actual use. I have evidence

10'0£ the mode in which the two things are sold and used, and on that evidence,
which I need not repeat in detail, I have come to the conclusion that it is, to
say the least of it, quite possible that an ll.ns~~l~~~p~~son ~oi!-lg to a. shop in
which these lubricating oils and petrol~lri'e"~are dealt Tn,' and asking for
" M?torine "lllighthave handed to him, instead of a tin of " Motorine," a .tin of

15 "~?tri~in:e,nassuming that the" Motricine " was being sold. I think that is
quite' possible on the evidence; not, I desire to say this plainly, because the
witnesses have said that in their opinion there is a possibility of that deception.
'I'hat is a matter for the Court on the facts of which the Court has cognisance,
and I say, forming my own opinion of facts which I have heard in evidence, I

20•. think it is, to say the least of it, as I have already said, quite possible ~l1~t,t.p.e:re
might be deception between the two tins; and, what is more, I think it is quite
possible that the result of such a mistake, if there were that mistake, might be
extremely serious, because if an unskilled person were to open one of these tins
of " Motricine" thinking that it was" Motorine "-as I have already said I

25 think he might very well do-it is again, to say the least of it, quite possible
that the result might be a very serious disaster, ,whether he actually attempted
to use the" Motricine " for lubricating purposes, or whether, thinking it was
lubricating oil,he opened it 'iIi the presence of an exposed light, or under some
other circumstances rendering risk of explosion imminent. I think, therefore,

30 there is a possibility of confusion between these names if the petrol is sold under
the name" Motricine," and I think that possibility of deception might be of
serious consequences to the public, and not merely as affecting the trade of
Price's Oandle Coniparo),

In those circumstances what is the duty of the Court? There are three
35 Sections of the recent Trade Marks Act of 1905 which come into consideration.

[His Lordship here read Sections 11, 19 and 21 of the Aet.]
The first question is-is this a case to which Section 11 applies? Section Il

takes the place of Section 73 of the Act of 1883, which is as follows :-" It shall
" not be lawful to register as part of or in combination with a Trade Mark any

40 "words the exclusive use of which"-the word "exclusive" which was in the
Act of 1883 was struck out in 1888-" would by reason of their being calculated
" to deceive or otherwise, be deemed disentitled to protection in a Court of
" Justice, or any scandalous design." It will be observed that Section 73 is
practically the same as Section 11 of the present Act, except that in Section 73

45 the restriction is confined to words calculated to deceive, whereas in the present
Act it extends to any matter calculated to deceive, and which by reason of it
being so would be disentitled to protection in a Court of Justice. Section 73
came under the consideration of the Hense of Lords in Eno v, Dunn (7 R.P.C.
311; L.R. 15 App. Cas. 252) and in that case the principles on which the Court

50 is to deal with the cases under' that Section seem to me to have been carefully
expounded, especially by two learned Lords who addressed the House in
that case, namely, Lord Watson and Lord Herschell, in terms which are binding
on me, and, what is more, in terms which, I think, leave no doubt as to what the
principle really is. Lord Watson, after reading Section 73, says this :~(' These

55" prohibitory clauses cast upon the applicant" the duty of. satisfying the,
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". Comptroller or the Court that the Trade Mark which he proposes to register does
" not come' within their scope. In an inquiry like the present, he does not hold
"'the same position which he would have occupied if he had been defending
" himself against an action. for infringement. There the onus of showing that his
"rrrade'Mark was calculated to mislead rests not on him, but upon the party 5
"alleging infringement; here he is in.. petitorio, and. must justify registration of
"his Trade Mark by showing affirmatively that it is not calculated to deceive.
" It appears tome to be a necessary consequence that, in dubio, his application
"·oughtto be disallowed." He then ,examined the facts, and came to the con..
elusion on the facts that the Trade Mark in that case, which it was proposed to 10,~

register, would be calculated to deceive, andvhavingcome to that conclusion,
he 'held that it could not be registered. The Trade Mark which it was
sought to register was a label representing a woman holding up a dish of cakes
with the words" Dunn's Fruit Salt Baking Powder." The opposition was by
the proprietor of Eno's Fruit Salt. The label on Eno's Fruit Salt was the well.. 15
known oblong label with the representation of a vine round the edge of it, with
h,EIlO'S Fruit Salt" in the middle. In the course of the case the opponent was
compelled to give up his claim to the use of the words " Fruit Salt "'as a Trade
Mark, and the matter was dealt with by the House of Lords on the same footing
as if Eno's mark had not been on the Register at all, but merely on this footing, 20"
that the words " Fruit Salt 7J had, from their use by Eno, come to denominate
the powder, which when in contact with water effervesces, sold by Eno.

In this case I have the fact as I have already mentioned, namely, that
"Motorine" has come to denominate a particular manufacture of lubricating-
oil. "I'he article in respect of which Dunn sought to register his Trade Mark 25·
was a baking powder. Notwithstanding the distinct character of the goods,
Lords Watson, Herschell and Macnaghten came to the conclusion that, as a
matter of fact, the registration was calculated to deceive. I have read the mode '
in which Lord Watson expressed the principle on which he acted. Lord Her..
schell expressed it in the same way, though not in the same words. He said- '30':
"The only point insisted on was that it ought not to be registered because it
"was calculated to deceive." He then came to the conclusion that the proposed
use of the words" Fruit Salt" would be calculated tu deceive, but he went on
to say, "Ido not think it is necessary to go so far as this, I think it is enough
"eto say that I am not satisfied that there would be no reasonable danger of the 35,
" public being so deceived." In those words he stated the same principle as that
which is expressedvperhaps more directly, by Lord Watson in the passage I
have already read. He came to the same conclusion as Lord Watson did. Lord
Macnaghten came to a similar conclusion, and he pointed out in the onI)""

passage, which I think it is material to refer to, of his speech that it is 40
the interests of thepublic.which have to be considered under Section 73, and
it is immaterial whether the proposed registration is or is· not likely to'
injure theoppoaent in his trade. It has been said very forcibly on the part of,
the Applicants in the present case that Eno v, Dunn depended on the fact that
Dunn was, in the opinion of the House, seeking by the registration of his Trade 45
Mark to get an unfair advantage for his trade by reason of the reputation of the
proprietor of Erifl'S Fruit Salt. In the two speeches of Lord Watson and Lord
Macnaghtenthat fact is referred to; but~ have carefully considered both those
speeches, and the principles enunciated in them, and I have come to the con..
elusion that.the decision at which they arrived under Section 73 was indepen.. 50
dentofthat.fact : and in Lord Herschell's judgment it is quite plain that that is
so, for, Lord,Herschell makes no reference from beginning to end in his address
to the House of any case of fraudulent intent, or any case of purposed adoption
of the name of "Fruit Salt" with the object of acquiring an unfair advantage
b-.y~~re~on...of<E1io~S reputation, Lord Herschell in plain terms p,ut the case:-55
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simply on the question-has the applicant made out, or has he not made out,
that his mark is not calculated to deceive?

After stating, as I have done, the conclusion of fact at which I have arrived,
I can only apply the principles laid down in Eno v. Dunn by coming to the

5 conclusion that in this case 'also the .A.pplicants have not made out that the
Trade Mark which they seek to register is not one the use ofwhich would be
calculated to deceive. If they do not make out that, then it seems to me that
the mark is not one which is entitled to protection, and consequently is not one
which ought to be registered under Section 11. I think that they have not

10 made it out, and I think, therefore, that under Section 11 the mark is one which
ought not to be registered.

But it has been argued that the Court has a wider discretion, and that that
discretion may be exercised under Sections 19 and 21 by allowing this mark to
be registered with some conditions and limitations intended to meet the special

15 circumstances which are referred to in Section 21, and to prevent the possibility
of deception. In coming, as I do, to the conclusion thai.".aectiQ!l,,~lJj,sjJJ. the
ArE.l~~~I;l;j~.'_.~,.~I,_do,.lJJlt.think,that ..I.>am.-entilled~,to~.:r~J:~9r~ ..,. ~(),J?~9tiQ;q,~ ~1, and
allow the mark to be registered subject to conditions and limitations. It
appears to me that Sec~iQl?: ,2~ is intended to apply to cases falling under

20 S~on 1~...~_~~!~_>~t.h~:,Q~j,e.Qtionto .the mark is simply the existence on the
ReglsterOf another mark of another trader. If I had to deal with' the case
un(feF-S-ecfion"!9'ltIlfiik"tnerewould be some difficulty, nota difficulty arising
out of the similarity of names, because I am satisfied that the names are so
similar that if the description of goods in respect of which the Applicants' Trade

25 Mark is sought to be registered is a description of the goods in respect of which
the Opponents' mark is registered the case is one which would fall within Section
19, and the Applicants' mark ought not to be registered. Although my decision
is under Section 11, I have naturally considered Section 19, and under Section 19,
if it were necessary to decide it, I should come to the conclusion that, for the

30 purposes of that Section, the goods here are of the description of goods in
respect of which the mark is registered. They are not the same goods, but I think
that, within the meaning of this Act, the description of goods is the same; they
are sold to .the same persons, they are used by the same persons; they are used
it is true for different purposes; but I think, having regard to such a case as the

35 Australian Wine Importers' case (6 R.P.C. 314; L.R. 41 C.D. 283), and similar
cases, one ought to come to the conclusion that the goods in respect of which the
Trade Mark is proposed to be registered are such goods or such description of
goods as those in respect of which there is already a mark on 'the Register. If
I came to that conclusion that would leave me then to consider whether

40 it is possible in this case to impose conditions or limitations which would
prevent the possibility of deception between the two marks, and I have tried to
devise some form of undertaking which would be sufficient for the purpose.
But I do not think I have been successful. It seems to me that, without
imposing upon Price's Patent Candie Oompanya restriction of the mode in

45 which they should use their mark, which I cannot do, I do not think that an
undertaking as to the shape or size of the tin, or anything of that sort, would
obviate the possibility of deception of unskilled persons such as have been
referred to in the evidence in the present case. On the whole it seems to me
that the Registrar has come to the right decision in this case, and that I must

50 dismiss the appeal from his decision.
There is a second application which has to be mentioned, and that is the

application by the Applicants that the Opponents' mark "Motorine" may be
struck off the Register as not being properly registerable under Section 9 of the
Act of 1905. Now the Act of 1905 defines a registerable mark as follows; it says

55 it" must contain or consist of at least one of the following essential particulars,"
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and the particulars which I think are material for the present case are
" a word or words having no direct reference to the quality or character of the
"goods." The word "direct" is inserted in this Act for the first time. In
the previous Acts it was "A word or word having no reference to the character
"or quality of the goods." The word" direct" Is now inserted. Now is the 5
word" Motorine " a word which has direct reference to the character or quality
of the goods? The goods in question consist of ll!P.:riQatingoil.I cannot see
how tl1.e~ord " Motorine " has any direct reference to the character.. or__ qllali~
ortliose goods. No doubt it suggests that in some way they are oils whichare
tobeusedin connection with a motor, but beyond that it has no reference 10
either to their character or their quality, and such reference as the use of the
two syllables of the word" motor" in the word" Motorine " as to the character
or quality seems to me not to be that direct reference which the present Act
contemplates.

I think, therefore, that the word" }\Jotorine "is a word which has no direct 15
reference to the character or quality of the goods, It comes, therefore, under
subsection 4 of Section 9, and is one which is capable of being registered. If I
had comEr-ttr""the opposite conclusion I think the Applicants would have been in
a difficulty, because if "Motorine" has direct reference to the character or
quality of the goods, for precisely the same reason it seems to me that the word 20
" Motricine" would have direct reference to the character or quality of the
A.pplicants' goods. I come to the conclusion that the word "Motorine" is
properly registered, and cannot be struck off the Register. Both Applications
fail and must be refused with costs.

Cave K.C.-I.have to ask your Lordship for a Certificate under Section. 46 of 25
the Act that the validity of the registration of Trade Mark 236,542 came in
question in these proceedings.

WARRINGTON J.-Yes.  by guest on M
arch 21, 2016
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